
HART MOTOR CLUB 
 

Night Owl 12-Car 2003 
 

Final Instructions 
 

Welcome to the Night Owl 12-car. 
 
Please read the following instructions carefully, and if you have any queries, please ask!  We 
hope you will enjoy the event.  Please drive safely! 
 
John and Piers. 
 
Permit 
MSA permit number 20036 has been issued for this event. 
 
Competitors Check List 
Along with these final instructions, you should also have: 
 Time card 
 Damage declaration 
 Comment sheet 
 Results query 
 Eight sealed envelopes, containing the nav. (handed out at MTC1). 

 
Navigation 
The route is approximately 75 miles in length. 
 
Navigation for the entire route is provided in sealed envelopes at the start.  Please check that 
you have an envelope for each section, and that they are correctly marked Expert or Novice. 
 
Envelopes must not be opened until the start of a section.  Opened envelopes will be 
recorded by the marshals, and will result in a fail.  All navigation includes the location of the 
next control, so there is no excuse for getting lost! 
 
Navigation instructions include all roads on the map, as appropriate.  e.g. On a CRO section, 
all yellow roads will be included – even those that are no through. 
 
Results 
Results will be decided on: 
1. Least number of fails. 
2. Least number of minutes. 
3. Furthest cleanest. 
4. If none of the above works the organisers reserve the right to think of something else!! 
 
Timing 
Timing will be “on presentation of time card”; i.e. you may wait in the control area for your 
time if you are early. 
 
Please ensure that the marshals have filled in your time, the approach, envelope and signature 
boxes, and have also signed after the last code board. 



 
Passage Checks 
Manned passage checks may be used, marked by a “C” board.  Marshals should sign in the 
next available Passage Check box at the bottom of the timecard.  Missed passage checks will 
incur a 20 minute penalty. 
 
Unmanned Time Controls 
Any unmanned controls will be marked by a “C” board as normal.  There will be a code 
board inside the control area (which may be backwards facing – so you have to stop!) which 
you must write down in the marshal’s signature box.  Failure to do this will result in a fail. 
 
Code Boards 
A sample code board will be available at the start.  Code boards for each section should be 
recorded consecutively (and going from left to right!) on your time card in the boxes 
provided for that section.  Dummy code boards will not be used.  Failure to record a code 
board will result in a 20 minute penalty. 
 
Lateness 
Maximum lateness is 20 minutes up to TC4, 30 minutes up to TC8 and 40 minutes at MTC9.  
This may be extended at the organisers’ discretion if deemed necessary. 
 
Terminology 
W White    T  Top 
Y Yellow    B  Bottom 
B Brown    L  Left 
R Red    R  Right 
G Green 
N,S,E,W Compass points 
LWR Long Way Round 
SWR Short Way Round 
NAM Not As Map 
CRO Coloured Roads Only.  Route is defined using only coloured roads on the map 

(i.e. all whites are ignored).  Note: Not As Map sections may use whites. 
WUW Will Use Whites.  Route is defined using all roads on the map, including 

whites, and part of the route will involve travelling along white roads. 
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On-Event Contact Numbers 
John Swinney  07733 020372 
Piers Evershed  07730 971170 
 
Black Spots (do not enter) 
07 47 N (except A25) 
 
Avoids (the route does not pass through the following) 
97100 40950 (50 m radius) 
00600 35450 (50 m radius) 
 
Quiet Zones (drive as quietly as possible) 
All 30 and 40 mph areas should be treated as quiet zones.  In addition: 
04 39  05 39  06 39  0638  07 39 W 08 44 N½   
08 45 E½ 09 45  
011 348 200 m radius 
 
Additional areas may also be marked using “Q” or “VQ” boards on route. 
 
Give Ways 
Remember, at all give way junctions, you must come to a complete stop before the white 
lines.  Failure to do so (if recorded by a marshal) will result in a fail. 



Sample Navigation (1) – Map 186 

 
The route shown above can be described in the following ways (CRO): 
 
Spot heights: 
53 51 52 71 
 
Colours of roads at junctions:  
YYY   YYY   YYY   YYYY   YBB   BBBY   YGG   GYG   GYG  
 
Grid lines: 
64 74 74 63 62 73 72 61 71  
 
Bearings: 
180 270 270 135 195 300 180 255 270 
 
Exits: 
2 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 
 
Top/Bottom/Left/Right: 
B R L B B L L B L 
 
Clocks: 
09:30 01:45 02:45 03:25 02:35 00:50 04:30 02:40 03:45 
 
 
Spot heights may be included in any of the above types of navigation as confirmation of the 
correct route. 
 
Navigation may be reversed (i.e. going from the finish of a section to the start).  Hint – look 
for a reverse order in the heading, e.g. TC3  TC2. 



Sample Navigation (2) – Map 186 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The route shown above can be described as follows: 
 
Herringbone (WUW): 
 

 
 


